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Sl. No Specification Description 

1. Instrument Digital Pressure gauge 
2. Range  Digital Pressure gauge of Range (0-2Kg/cm2, Absolute) 

 Digital Pressure gauge of Range (0-7Kg/cm2) 
 Digital Pressure gauge of Range (0-20Kg/cm2) 
 Digital Pressure gauge of Range (0-70Kg/cm2) 
 Digital Pressure gauge of Range (0-200Kg/cm2) 
 Digital Pressure gauge  of Range (0-350Kg/cm2) 

3. Accuracy 0.05% FS including non-linearity, hysteresis, repeatability and 
temperature effects from -10°C to 50°C or better. 

4. Resolution Resolution in Kg/cm2is 0.0001 or better. 
5. Engineering Unit User Selectable 11 Nos of Pressure Units kPa, MPa, kg/cm2, psi, 

mbar, bar, inHg, inH2O, mH2O, mmH2O and mmHg. 
6. Sensor type & 

material 
 Sensor: SS 316 C type bourdon element. 
 Body, End Fittings and wetted parts:  SS 316. 

7. Mounting Direct Bottom Entry.  
8. Process Connection M20 x 1.5 (Male) direct or through suitable assembled leak proof SS 

adapter. 
9. Ambient Condition To be used in Process medium, with Maximum temperature of 50deg 

C. 
10. Power Supply  9V alkaline battery operated. 

 Battery must be supplied along with the item and Battery life 
should withstand minimum six months when used daily for one 
hour per day. 

11. Enclosure Housing: Die cast aluminum. 
12. Protection IP 66 (or better). 
13. Display  5.5 digits or better LCD Display, readable in sunlight with bright 

background. 
 Keypad and Labels: UV Resistant Polyester. 
 the digital PG should contains a circular twenty segment bar 

graph to provide the user with a quick visual estimation (in % 
only) of pressure from 0 to 100% full scale output.  

14. Display Update 
Resolution  

2 readings/second or better. 

15. Pressure Switch test Digital Pressure gauge needs to qualify a switch test function that 
will capture and display the open and closed values from an external 
pressure switch (Maximum switch impedance 200 Ω) 

16. Voltage Output The Digital Pressure gauge can be programmed to provide a 0 to 5 V 
output signal that can be configured as directly proportional to the 
pressure shown in the display or set to a fixed value. The voltage 
output mode provides 0.1% FS accuracy from 50 mV to 5 V. 

17. Burst pressure The digital pressure gauge burst pressure>two times the respective 
working pressure ranges (ranges as per Sl No 2, Section C) 
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18. Menu lock provision To guard against unauthorized menu access, the digital pressure 
gauge should have a menu lock function. 

19. Test Certificate  Data sheet for 5 point up/down calibration and error 
/uncertainty estimation to be provided with master calibrator 
reference details and traceability to NABL. 

 The digital pressure gauge (as per the ranges in Sl No 2, 
Section C) working up to the burst pressure (range twice the 
working pressure range) test certificate required. 

20. Ambient Condition 25 to 50° C, atmospheric pressure, RH up to 90%, salt laden sea 
water atmosphere.   

21. Packing Item must be properly packed with clear markings, no damage 
should occur in transit. 

22. Delivery Within 5-6 weeks on receipt of the PO. 
23. General Conditions  Party is requested to tabulate with reference to their product 

details (in Vendor Compliance sheet), the compliance to each & 
every point of the Technical specification separately in the 
vendor compliance sheet provided along with the technical 
specification (Section C) during the tendering. Deviation from the 
technical specification marked simply as “NIL/NA” is not 
applicable.  

 Compliance to each point in the technical specification should be 
supported by necessary information in the vendor catalogues 
which is attached in the offer. Offers without catalogues during 
tendering stage will be rejected. 

 Sample Data sheet for 5 point up/down calibration and error 
/uncertainty estimation to be provided with master calibrator 
reference details and traceability to NABL should be supplied by 
the party during the stage of tendering. 

 Party should have supplied the digital Pressure Gauges to other 
industries/Firms, and any 2 such executed purchase order copies 
may be attached during the tendering stage. 

 Party should supply the sample Digital Pressure Gauge prior to 
PO approval. On testing the sample, PO may/may not be placed, 
as per indenting officer remarks. 


